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Abstract : Arabic multi-word expressions are the combinations of two or more terms that associated with each 

other as one concept. The process of extracting such expressions is challenging especially when the length of 

the combination is getting longer. Recently, researchers attempted to extract nested noun compounds which 

consists of two or more combinations of nouns. Such extraction process requires comprehensive analysis using 

linguistic and statistical approaches. However, the process of extraction in the state of the art have extended to 

include 4-gra and 5-gram candidates. This paper aims to combine the extraction of nested noun compound and 

collocation in order to extend the process of extraction to include 6-gram and 7-gram. For this manner, a 

linguistic approach comprises of various kinds of pattern has been used, as well as, three statistical measures 

have been utilized including NC-value, LLR and PMI. Results shown that the proposed method has the ability to 

extend the extraction to include longer candidates. 
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I. Introduction 
Multi-word expressions are the combination of two or more words that organized with a blank space 

(e.g. prime minster), with no space (e.g. hyperlink) or with a punctuation (e.g. so-called) [1]. Arabic is one of the 

common languages that used widely around the world and contains tremendous kinds of multi-word 

expressions. One of the common types of multi-word expressions is the noun compounds which consists of two 

or more nouns such as “انًذرطح انذونيح / international school” [2]. Another type is the collocations which consists 

of a verb and other nouns or adjectives such as "  US president announces" [3]. Such two / صزح انزئيض االيزيكي

types of multi-word expressions have been addressed widely by many researchers for the Arabic language [4-7].  

Recently, a surge research has caught several attentions which is the automatic extraction of Arabic 

nested noun compounds [8, 9]. Nested noun compounds are the combination of multiple noun compounds which 

leads to long noun compound consisting of 4 or more noun compounds. For example, the noun compounds 

 Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu" such compounds could be turned into two / َتُياهو رئيض انوسراء تُياييٍ"

noun compounds of "  ,Benjamin Netanyahu". Apparently / تُياييٍ َتُياهو " prime minster" and / رئيض انوسراء

extracting such nested noun compounds is a challenging task regarding to the comprehensive analysis that 

should be take a place in order to distinguish the sequence of multiple noun compounds. The problem is 

extended when treating nested collocation which consists of collocation that attached with nested noun 

compounds for example, "  ."United states president Barak Obama announces / صزح رئيض انوالياخ انًتذذج تاران أوتايا

As stated in the example such combination of the collocation "صزح رئيض  / president announces" with the nested 

noun compound “  president Barak Obama” contains 6-grams words. This requires / رئيض انوالياخ انًتذذج تاران أوتايا

an extension in the process of the extraction.  

This paper aims to overcome this problem by proposing a hybrid method of linguistic approach and 

statistical approach. The linguistic contains a filtering approach that generates patterns using POS tagging, while 

the statistical approach consists of NC-value, Log-likelihood Ratio (LLR) and Point-wise Mutual Information 

(PMI). The paper is organized as Section 2 Related work, Section 3 Methodology, Section 4 Results and Section 

5 Discussion. 

 

II. Related Work 
Several studies have been proposed for the automatic extraction of multi-word terms in Arabic for 

instance, Attia [10] proposed a linguistic approach based on the regular expression in which the multi-words are 

being processed lexically. Boulaknader et al. [11] proposed a linguistic and statistical approach for extracting the 

Arabic multi-word terms. The authors have utilized some linguistic patterns such as Noun + Noun and Noun + 

Adjective, then the statistical measures accommodated a ranking mechanism in order to attain the co-occurrence 

among the patterns. Bounhas & Slimani [12] developed a rule-based approach based on the linguistic patterns 

and statistical measure of LLR. Finally, Attia et al. [4] proposed a hybrid method of statistical and linguistic 

approach in order to identify multi-word terms in Arabic. Particularly, the authors have utilized a lexicon-based 

approach in order to identify the named entities which significantly contributes toward extracting the multi-word 
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terms. However, the above studies have focused on Arabic multi-word in general rather than specific types. 

Other researchers have concentrated on specific types such as Saif & Aziz [3] who have proposed a combination 

method for extracting Arabic collocations. Such method comprises of lemmatization approach and POS tagging 

for identifying the linguistic patterns. Consequentially, multiple statistical measures have been carried out in 

order to rank the candidates produced by the linguistic patterns. On other hand, El Mahdaouy et al. [6] have 

proposed a method for extracting Arabic noun compounds. The author utilized both linguistic approach (i.e. 

POS tagging) for identifying the linguistic patterns, as well as, statistical measures for the ranking process. 

Recently, some researchers have concentrated on the Arabic nested noun compound to generate more 

than bi-gram candidates such as 3-gram, 4-gram and 5-gram. For instance, Al –Balushi et al. [8] have used 

linguistic and statistical approaches for identifying nested noun compounds. Specifically, the authors have 

extended the patterns to include Noun + Noun + Noun + Noun and Noun + Adjective + Noun + Noun + Noun in 

order to generate the 4-gram and 5-grams. Then, three statistical measures have been used for the ranking 

process. Similarly, [9] have attempted to enhance the effectiveness of extracting Arabic nested noun compounds 

by using optimized statistical approaches and lexicon-based approach. The lexicon aims to provide the named 

entities which facilitates the process of extracting 4-gram and 5-gram candidates.  

 

III. Methodology 
The methodology of this study consists of four main phases as depicted in Fig. 1. The first phase is 

associated with the corpus that will be used in the experiments. Second phase is associated with the 

preprocessing tasks that aim at turning the data into more suitable form for processing. Third phase is associated 

with generating and filtering the candidates using the linguistic patterns. Fourth phase is associated with ranking 

the candidates that have been produced by the linguistic patterns. However, these phases are being tackled in 

more detail in the following sub-sections.  

 

 
Figure 1. Methodology of the proposed method 

 

3.1.Corpus 

This phase aims to discuss the data that would be used which comprises of Arabic newspapers text that 

collected by Saif & Aziz [3]. Basically, two Arabic media agencies have been used for the collection which are 

Almotamar.net and Al-jazeera.net.   

 

3.2.Lemmatization 

In any natural language, words are being formed with different derivations such as study and studies. 

Even though, these words have the same meaning but it is difficult to process such word morphologically. 

Therefore, lemmatization task has been proposed in order to eliminate the inflectional derivations in which the 

word studies is being lemmatized into study by removing the „ies‟ and replace it with the „y‟ letter [13]. In this 

manner, the corpus will undergo a lemmatization task in order to retrieve the root of each words. A novel Arabic 

lemmatization approach has been used in this study which has been introduced by [14]. Table 1 shows an 

example of lemmatizing words. 
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TABLE 1. SAMPLE OF LEMMATIZED WORDS 
Word Meaning Root meaning 

 President رئيض  Presidents رؤطاء

 Minster وسيز Ministers وسراء

 Announce صزح Announcement تصزيخ

 political طياطي The political انظياطي

 

3.3.Candidate Extraction 

This phase aims to generate and filter the candidates of nested noun compounds and collocations based 

on specific patterns. Basically, this phase has been accommodated using Part-Of- 

Speech Tagging. POS tagging aims at identifying the grammatical class of the word such as verb, adjective or 

noun. Apparently, in order to generate the candidates of nested noun compounds and collocations, it is necessary 

to identify the grammatical tag of each word. In this manner, the Arabic POS tagger of AlGahtani et al. [15] has 

been used in this study. The following sub-sections are illustrating the linguistic patterns.   

 

3.3.1 Collocations 

Collocations are the combination of multi-word terms in which the first word is a verb such as „الزأ تعُايح 

/ read carefully‟ [16]. Such collocations are being formed using multiple linguistic patterns such as Verb + Noun 

(e.g.  صزح أوتايا / Obama announces) or using Verb + Adjective (e.g. تُذيذ لوي / strongly condemn). Obviously, 

these two patterns consist of two words or so-called bigram. Occasionally, collocations could be formed using 

three words or so-called 3-gram using the pattern of Verb + Noun + Adjective (e.g. ورد َثأ عاجم / receiving 

breaking news). Table 2 depicts some collocation candidate examples. 

 

TABLE 2. SAMPLE OF LINGUISTIC PATTERNS FOR COLLOCATIONS 
Pattern Collocation Meaning Gram  

Verb + Noun أفاد يزاطهُا   Reporter stated Bi-gram 

Verb + Adjective تذزياخ يكثفح Intensive investigations Bi-gram 

Verb + Noun + Adjective  صزح يصذر يوثوق Trusted source says 3-gram 

 

3.3.2 Noun Compounds 

Noun compounds are the combination of multi-word terms in which the first word is noun [17]. 

Basically, this type of multi-word terms is being formed using two main patterns which are Noun + Noun (e.g. 

 Apparently, both patterns .(executive manager / انًذيز انتُفيذي .e.g) first class) and Noun + Adjective / انًزكش األول

produce bi-grams candidates. However, sometimes, the noun compounds could be formed as Noun + Adjective 

+ Noun which is a 3-gram compound such as „انزئيض األيزيكي أوتايا / American president Obama‟ or using Noun + 

Noun + Adjective such as „  Italian team coach‟. Table 3 shows some examples of noun / يذرب انًُتخة االيطاني

compounds. 

 

TABLE 3. SAMPLE OF LINGUISTIC PATTERNS FOR NOUN COMPOUNDS 
Pattern Noun Compound Meaning Gram  

Noun + Noun االطى األول First name Bi-gram 

Noun + Adjective انجايعح اإلطالييح Islamic university  Bi-gram 

Noun + Adjective + Noun انزئيض انظاتك دظُي Former president Hosni 3-gram 

Noun + Noun + Adjective نجُح األنعاب األونًثيح Olympic games committee  3-gram 

 

3.3.3 Nested Noun Compounds 

Nested Noun compounds are the combination of two or more noun compounds in which the sequence 

would contain 4, 5 or 6 words. Simply, attaching two patterns from Table 3 would directly lead to a nested noun 

compounds. For example, combining the two patterns Noun + Adjective (e.g. انزئيض االيزيكي / American 

president) and Noun + Noun (e.g.تاران أوتايا / Barak Obama) would lead to the nested noun compound of „ انزئيض

 American president Barak Obama‟ which is a 4-gram compound. Table 4 shows some / األيزيكي تاران أوتايا

examples of nested noun compounds. 

 

TABLE 4. SAMPLE OF LINGUISTIC PATTERNS FOR NESTED NOUN COMPOUNDS 
Pattern Noun Compound Meaning Gram  

Noun + Noun + Noun + Noun رئيض انوسراء عثذهللا غول Prime minister Abdullah Gül 4-gram 

Noun + Adjective + Noun + Noun انًُتخة انذوني نكزج انظهح International team of basket ball   4-gram 

Noun + Noun + Adjective + Noun رئيض انهجُح انذونيح نهظثادح Head of swimming international 

committee  

4-gram 

Noun + Noun + Adjective + Noun + Noun رئيض انهجُح انذونيح نكزج انمذو Head of football international 5-gram 
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committee   

Noun + Adjective  + Adjective  + Noun + 

Noun 

انزئيض انًصزي األطثك 

 دظُي يثارن

Former Egyptian president Hosni 

Mubarak  

5-gram 

 

3.3.4 Nested Collocations 

Here is the contribution of this paper in which the extraction will be extended to include 6-gram and 7-

gram candidates. This can be accommodated by combining both collocation (shown in Table 1) and nested noun 

compounds (shown in Table 4). Such combination is being occurred frequently specially in the news for 

example the sequence of „  former Jordanian prime minister Abdullah / صزح رئيض انوسراء األطثك األردَي عثذهللا انُظور

Ensour says‟ consists of a collocation of „صزح رئيض انوسراء / prime minister says‟ and the nested noun compound 

of „األردَي عثذهللا انُظور / Jordanian Abdullah Ensour‟. Apparently, the sequence in the example is consisting of 7-

gram compound. Therefore, the combination of collocation and nested noun compound would significantly 

extend the process of extracting multi-word terms to include more than 5-gram compounds. Table 5 shows some 

examples of the proposed nested collocation. 

 

TABLE 5. SAMPLE OF LINGUISTIC PATTERNS FOR COLLOCATIONS 
Pattern Noun Compound Meaning Gram  

Verb + Noun + Noun + Adjective + 

Noun + Noun 
َذد رئيض انوسراء انًانيشي 

 َجية عثذ انزساق

Malaysian prime minister Najib 

Razak condemns  

6-gram 

Verb + Noun + Adjective + Noun + 

Noun + Noun 
أصذرخ انهجُح انذونيح نذموق 

 االَظاٌ تياَا

International committee for human 

rights declares a statement  

6-gram 

Verb + Noun + Adjective + Adjective 

+ Noun + Noun 
فاس انفزيك انوطُي انعزالي 

 نكزج انمذو

Iraqi national football team wins 6-gram 

Verb + Noun + Adjective + Noun + 

Adjective + Noun + Noun 
أعهٍ انزئيض األطثك نهجُح 

 انًزكشيح نذزكح فتخ

Former head of the central committee 

of Fatah movement declares    

7-gram 

Verb + Noun + Noun + Noun + Noun 

+ Adjective + Noun 
صزح انًتذذث تاطى دزكح 

 انًماويح اإلطالييح دًاص

Spokesman of the Islamic resistance 

movement „Hamas‟ says  

7-gram 

 

After generating all the patterns, multiple lists are being utilized. These lists aim at identifying the 

occurrence of each pattern. The occurrence is divided into two kinds; the single occurrence for each term (i.e. 

unigram list), and the co-occurrence between multiple terms. Table 6 shows these lists with their descriptions.  

 

TABLE 6. GENERATED COUNT LISTS 
Lists Description  

Unigram  Occurrence of each single term 

Bigram  Co-occurrence between every two words 

3-gram  Co-occurrence between every three words 

4-gram  Co-occurrence between every four words 

5-gram  Co-occurrence between every five words 

6-gram  Co-occurrence between every six words 

7-gram  Co-occurrence between every seven words 

 

3.4.Candidate Ranking 

This phase aims to rank the generated candidates produced by the linguistic filter. Basically, the 

process of ranking these candidates is mainly relying on the lists that describe each occurrence and co-

occurrence of the patterns. In fact, the ranking process is being performed based on statistical measures that aim 

at identifying the strengthen correlation among the terms based on the occurrence and co-occurrence. Since, the 

occurrence and the co-occurrence are depending on the corpus in terms of the counting therefore, sometimes 

these measures may be defined as corpus-based measures. For this manner, three statistical measures have been 

used including NC-value, LLR and MI. These measures are being illustrated as follows:  

 

3.4.1 NC-value 

NC-value is an association measure that aims at determining the term-hood for the multi-word 

candidates. It has been introduced by Frantzi et al. [18]. The term-hood can be expressed as the C-value of the 

candidate which computed as: 

 
where  indicates the number of words in term a, while f(a) is the number of occurrences of a and: 

 

where T(a) refers to the set of longer candidate terms into which a appears (  is the cardinality of this set). 
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Furthermore, NC-value aims at identifying the contextual information which can be expressed as N-value which 

indicates the measure of the terminological status of a context for given candidate term that can be computed as: 

 
3.4.2 Log-likelihood Ratio (LLR) 

LLR is an association measure that has been characterized by a balanced indicator in terms of related 

multi-word in a nomeculture manner. It has been proposed by [19] in order to extract rare multi-word 

expressions statistically from a corpus. The log-likelihood mechanism is represented by utilizing the co-

occurrence based on the contingency table in which the two words W1 and W2 are being addressed in terms of 

the occurrence and the co-occurrence. Let a is the number of contexts that the two words have been occurred 

together, b is the number of occurre3nce where W1 is being occurred independently, c is the number of contexts 

where W2 is being occured independently, and d is the number of contexts where both words are not being 

occurred. The log-likelihood ratio is being computed as follows: 

 
 

3.4.3 Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI) 

PMI is a statistical measure that aims at identifying the connectedness among the terms in accordance 

to the information theory proposed by [20]. It has been examined widely in terms of extracting multi-word terms 

regarding to its ability to utilize the information provided by the single occurrence of the two terms as well as 

the co-occurrence of the two terms together [21]. It can be computed as follows: 

 
where P(x) is the occurrence probability of word x and P(y) is the occurrence probability of word y in the 

corpus.  

 

IV. Results 
In order to evaluate the results of the statistical measures, the top-N approach proposed by [22] has 

been used to select the best ranked candidates for each measure. Hence, the best 100 candidates are being 

selected for every statistical measure. Consequentially, a manual tagging task is being conducted in order to 

annotate the correct candidates by 1 and the incorrect candidate by 0, then the precision is being calculated as 

follows: 

 
 

Hence, the results of precision for NC-value, LLR and PMI are being depicted for multiple grams of 

candidates including 4-gram, 5-gram, 6-gram and 7-gram. Table 7 shows such results. 

 

TABLE 7. RESULTS OF ASSOCIATION MEASURES 
Association 4-gram 5-gram 6-gram 7-gram 

NC-value 0.80 0.77 0.53 0.33 

LLR 0.62 0.59 0.44 0.22 

PMI 0.54 0.48 0.31 0.18 

 

As shown in Table 7, the 4-gram candidates have obtained the greatest results compared to the other 

grams. This is due to the high probability of occurrence for such compounds compared to the longer candidates 

that may have a rare occurrence. However, NC-value has outperformed the other measures in terms of 

extracting the 4-gram by achieving 80% of precision, 5-gram by achieving 77% of precision, 6-gram by 

achieving 53% of precision, and 7-gram by achieving 33% of precision. On the other hand, LLR has 

outperformed the PMI for all gram candidates by obtaining 62% of precision for 4-gram, 59% of precision for 5-

gram, 44% of precision for 6-gram and 22% of precision for 7-gram. Apparently, NC-value has obtained the 

superior results compared the other measures regarding to its ability to exploit the contextual information which 

facilitate the idenitificaiton of longer candidates.  

 

V. Discussion 
Although the results obtained for the longer candidates such as 6-gram and 7-gram are relatively low 

however, the proposed linguistic and statistical approach have shown a capability to identify complex and 

longer candidates compared to the related work. For example, Al –Balushi et al. [8] who have intended to 

extract nested noun compound including 4-gram and 5-gram, shown a precision of 29% for 4-gram candidates 

and 18% of precision for 5-gram candidates. As well as, Al-Mashhadani & Omar [9] who have attempted to 
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improve the extraction of nested noun compound using optimized statistical measures, have also identified 

compounds with maximum length of 4-gram and 5-gram by obtaining 72% and 65% of precision respectively. 

Obviously, the results of the proposed method of this study seems to be competitive and promising for future 

extraction of longer candidates.  

 

VI. Conclusion 
This study has proposed an extension for the extraction process of Arabic multi-word expressions. This 

can be represented by combining the extraction task of nested noun compounds with collocations. In fact, 

various linguistic patterns have been utilized based on POS tagging in order to generate longer candidates. As 

well as, three statistical measures have been used including NC-value, LLR and PMI. Results have shown that 

the proposed linguistic and statistical approach has the ability to generate longer candidates including 6-gram 

and 7-gram. However, for future research using more robust statistical measures would significantly improve 

the extraction of longer collocations.  
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